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Aggregates

Natural Soil vs. Aggregates?
Aggregate: usually refers to a coarse-
grained soil that has in some way 
been processed or sorted.



Aggregate Production

Source



Rock Quarry



Typical Quarry Plant Setup

Size Reducing



Size Reducing

Stockpiling

Screening

Mineralogy and Chemical 
Properties

Relation to HMA performance



Aggregates used in HMA

 Igneous rocks

 Sedimentary rocks

Metamorphic rocks

 Gravel (must be crushed)

 Sand (washed out silt/clay)
 Slag



Sandstone (sometimes known as arenite) is a sedimentary rock composed 
mainly of sand-sized minerals or rock grains. Most sandstone is composed 
of quartz and/or feldspar because these are the most common minerals in 
the Earth's crust. Like sand, sandstone may be any color, but the most 
common colors are tan, brown, yellow, red, gray and white. Since 
sandstone beds often form highly visible cliffs and other topographic 
features, certain colors of sandstone have been strongly identified with 
certain regions

Basalt is a common extrusive volcanic rock. It is usually grey to black 
and fine-grained due to rapid cooling of lava at the surface of a planet. 
It may be porphyritic containing larger crystals in a fine matrix, or 
vesicular, or frothy scoria. Unweathered basalt is black or grey



Granite is a common and widely occurring type of intrusive, felsic, igneous 
rock. Granite has a medium to coarse texture, occasionally with some 
individual crystals larger than the groundmass forming a rock known as 
porphyry. Granites can be pink to dark gray or even black, depending on 
their chemistry and mineralogy.

Limestone is a sedimentary rock composed largely of the mineral calcite (calcium 
carbonate: CaCO3). The deposition of limestone strata is often a by-product and 
indicator of biological activity in the geologic record. 

Limestone often contains variable amounts of silica in the form of chert and/or flint, as 
well as varying amounts of clay, silt and sand as disseminations, nodules, or layers 
within the rock. The primary source of the calcite in limestone is most commonly 
marine organisms. These organisms secrete shells that settle out of the water column 
and are deposited on ocean floors as pelagic ooze or alternatively are conglomerated 
in a coral reef. 



Slag is a partially vitreous by-product of smelting ore to separating the metal 
fraction from the worthless fraction. It can be considered to be a mixture of 
metal oxides; however, slags can contain metal sulfides (see also matte) and 
metal atoms in the elemental form. While slags are generally used as a 
waste removal mechanism in metal smelting, they can also serve other 
purposes, such as assisting in smelt temperature control and minimizing re-
oxidation of the final liquid metal product before casting.

Minerals found in Aggregates

 Silica (quartz)

 Feldspar

 Ferromagnesian minerals

 Carbonate minerals (calcite, dolomite)

 Clay minerals (illite, kaolinite, 
montmorillonite)

Minerals สงผลตอแอสฟลทคอนกรีตอยางไร?



รูปและตารางท่ีสําคัญ

 รูปที่3-7 Chemical properties of aggregate หนา 135
 ตารางที่3-3 summary of engineering properties of rocks หนา 132
 ตารางที่3-4 Desirable properties of rocks for HMA หนา133



Physical Properties of 
Aggregates



Physical Properties of Aggregates

Toughness and Abrasion Resistance

Property Test ASTM Significance

Hardness/
toughness

L.A. Abrasion test C131 Resistance to 
abrasion, 
degradation



แชในสารละลาย sodium or magnesium sulfate นาน18ช่ัวโมง ผลึกเกลือจะ
เกิดขึ้นในชองวางหรือรอยแตกราวในหิน สามารถทําใหกอนหินแตกแยก
ออกเปนช้ินๆ การเกิดผลึกน้ีเปนการจําลองสภาพ freeze n thaw หลังจากน้ัน
นําไปอบใหแหงท่ีอุณหภูมิ 110C แลวปลอยใหเย็นตัวลง หลังจากน้ันจะนําไป
แชสารละลายและอบซํ้าๆอีกจํานวน......รอบ    เมื่อเสร็จส้ินแลว จึงนําไปรอน
ผานตะแกรงเพื่อหาน้ําหนักaggregate ท่ีหายไป(loss)ของแตละขนาดตะแกรง 
แลวคาํนวณหาคา weighted average percent loss for the entire sample

Durability and Soundness

 Wetting and Drying
 Freezing and Thawing

Soundness Soundness test ASTM C88 Resistance to wet n dry 
(weathering)

Shape terminology
Term Description Example

Rounded Fully water-worn or completely shaped by 
attrition

River or seashore 
gravel; desert, 
seashore, and 
wind-blown sand

Angular Possessing well-defined edges formed at the 
intersection of roughly planar faces

Crushed rocks of 
all types

Flaky Material of which the thickness is small relative 
to the other two dimensions

Laminated rock

Elongated Material, usually angular, in which the length is 
considerably larger than the other two 
dimensions

-

Flaky and 
Elongated

Material having the length considerably larger 
than the width, and the width considerably 
larger than the thickness

-

Photos from http://pavementinteractive.org



Particle shape and Surface texture
Property Test ASTM Significance

Particle 
shape 
and 
surface 
texture

Flat and elongated test (coarse agg.) D4791 Mixture 
stability

Particle 
shape 
and 
surface 
texture

Fine aggregate 
angularity test

C1252 Mixture 
stability

More angular (left) vs. more rounded (right) 
fine aggregate.

Fine aggregate angularity test.

AASHTO T 304 or ASTM C 1252: Uncompacted 
Void Content of Fine Aggregate

Photos from http://pavementinteractive.org



Cleanliness and Deleterious Materials

Cleanliness/delet
erious materials

Sand equivalent 
test

D2419 Resistance to 
weathering and effect 
of water

Desirable aggregate characteristics

1. Strong, Tough and Durable
%LA Abrasion loss<45-50%

2. Proper gradation
fairly well graded, but not too well graded

3. Larger maximum aggregate size
produces greater rutting resistance

4. Rough surface texture
preferred over smooth surface

5. Angular shape
preferred over round shape



Desirable aggregate characteristics

6. Clean aggregate
Minimum amount of dust/dirt/clay

7. Stripping resistance aggregate

8. Proper amount of mineral filler (<#200 
sieve)

Mineral filler should be > 2%

Mineral filler increase the apparent viscosity of the 
asphalt binder

However, too much mineral filler could reduce the ar 
voids and cause bleeding in mixture

DOH requirement for coarse aggregate (มวลหยาบ)

 มวลหยาบคือสวนที่คางบนตะแกรงเบอร 4 (4.75 มม.)
 LA Abrasion ความสึกหรอของมวลรวมหยาบตองไมเกินรอยละ 40
 Soundness หาความคงทนของมวลรวมโดยใชโซเดียมซัลเฟตจํานวน

5รอบ Lossตองไมเกิน 9%
 การทดสอบ Coating and Stripping of Bitumen-Aggregate Mixture 

ผิวของมวลรวมหยาบตองมีแอสฟลทเคลือบอยูไมนอยกวา 95%



DOH requirement for fine aggregate (มวลละเอียด)

 มวลละเอียดคือสวนที่รอนผานตะแกรงเบอร 4 (4.75 มม.)
 ในการทดสอบ Sand Equivalent ตองมีคาไมนอยกวา 50%
 Soundness หาความคงทนของมวลรวมโดยใชโซเดียมซัลเฟตจํานวน

5รอบ Lossตองไมเกิน 9%

Aggregate Gradation
การคละขนาดของเม็ดหินท่ีมีขนาดตางกันต้ังแตใหญ
จนถึงเล็ก โดยแสดงในรูปของเปอรเซ็นตโดยนํ้าหนัก

 ใชการรอนตะแกรงในการหาขนาดคละ (sieve analysis)
ตะแกรงเบอร4 ขนาด 4.75 mm
มวลหยาบ(coarse aggregate) คางบนตะแกรงเบอร4
มวลละเอียด(fine aggregate) ผานตะแกรงเบอร4

Size and Gradation



Mechanical Sieve

Individual Sieve Stack of Sieves

Mechanical Sieve

Stack in 
Mechanical 

Shaker



Sieve Analysis
 ASTM C136 and C117

 Sieve sizes

 Weight retained on each sieve

 Calculate %retained 

 Calculate %passing

 %passing = 100 - cumulative %retained

sieve no.
opening size 

(mm)

3/4" 19.0

1/2" 12.5

3/8" 9.5

4 4.75

8 2.36

16 1.18

30 0.60

50 0.30

100 0.15

200 0.075
Pan

Max size = ¾ inch

Nom.Max.size = ½ inch



Aggregate size and gradation

 Aggregate size

 Maximum size = smallest sieve size that 100% pass

 Nominal maximum size = largest sieve that retains 
<10%

 Gradation curve graph plotting

 X-log scale = sieve (particle) size
 Y-arithmatic scale = % passing by weight

Example of sieve analysis plot

Well-graded 
aggregate



Example of sieve analysis plot

Well-graded 
aggregate

Example of sieve analysis plot

Well-graded 
aggregate



Terminology on gradation

 Uniformly-graded
 Refers to a gradation that contains most of the particles in a very 

narrow size range.  In essence, all the particles are the 
same size.  The curve is steep and only occupies the narrow 
size range specified. 

Uniformly-graded

Terminology on gradation

 Open-graded
 Refers to a gradation that contains only a small 

percentage of aggregate particles in the small 
sized range. This results in more air voids because there are 
not enough small particles to fill in the voids between the larger 
particles.  The curve is near vertical in the mid-size range, and 
flat and near-zero in the small-size range.

Open-graded



Terminology on gradation

 Gap-graded
 Refers to a gradation that contains only a small 

percentage of aggregate particles in the mid-size 
range.  The curve is flat in the mid-size range.  Some PCC mix 
designs use gap graded aggregate to provide a more 
economical mix since less sand can be used for a given 
workability.  HMA gap graded mixes can be prone to segregation 
during placement. 

Gap-graded

Terminology on gradation
 Gradation is the most important property of aggregate

 Dense or well-graded
 Dense or well-graded.  Refers to a gradation that is near the 

FHWA’s 0.45 power curve for maximum density.  
The most common HMA and PCC mix designs in the U.S. tend 
to use dense graded aggregate.  Typical gradations are near the 
0.45 power curve but not right on it.  Generally, a true maximum 
density gradation (exactly on the 0.45 power curve) would result 
in unacceptably low VMA. 

Dense-graded



Uniformly-graded

Open-gradedGap-graded

Dense-graded



Desired Gradation for HMA

 Gradation affects properties of HMA
 stiffness, stability, durability, permeability, workability, fatigue 

resistance, frictional resistance, rutting resistance

 Best gradation for HMA is one that gives the densest 
particle packing
 increase stability through increased interparticle contacts

Reminder:
1. space for asphalt 
coating/binding ?
2. air space for asphalt dilation to 
avoid bleeding?

Desired Gradation of HMA 
(cont.)

 a maximum density gradation provide a common 
reference for Dense-graded mix

 FHWA’s 0.45 power maximum density curve

P=100(d/D)0.45

P=%passing, d=sieve size, D=max agg. Size

Some minimum amount of voids is necessary!!!



Desired Gradation of HMA 
(cont.)

 Fine gradation.  A gradation that, when plotted on the 
0.45 power gradation graph, falls mostly above the 0.45 
power maximum density line. The term generally applies 
to dense graded aggregate.

 Coarse gradation.  A gradation that, when plotted on the 
0.45 power gradation graph, falls mostly below the 0.45 
power maximum density line. The term generally applies 
to dense graded aggregate.

Example of Dense Grade:

ASTM D3515 specification for ¾ inch Nominal Max size gradation



ขนาดคละของมวลรวมและปริมาณแอสฟลทท่ีใชตาม
มาตรฐานกรมทางหลวง

Aggregate Blend

 Aggregate blending to meet desired gradation 
requirement

p = Aa +Bb +Cc +…
where

p = % of material passing a given sieve for the combined 
aggregates A, B, C, …

A,B,C,…= % of material passing the given sieve for each 
aggregates A, B, C, …

a,b,c,…= proportions of aggregates A,B,C,… to be used in the 
blend, a+b+c+…=1.0



Example: blending aggregates

Example: blending aggregates



Aggregate (water) absorption

oven-dry air-dry

Saturated surface-dry wet

Aggregate (asphalt) absorption



ในหิน 1 กอน

Aggregate Specific Gravity

Vap

Vpp-Vap
Vpp

Vs

Ws=oven-dry weight

Vs Volume of solid

Vpp Volume of water permeable pores

Vap Volume of pores absorbing asphalt

Vpp-Vap Volume of water permeable pores 
not absorbing asphalt

Aggregate Specific Gravity

In pycnometer test:
Gsb = A/(B+D-C)

A=weight of oven dry sample, g
B=weight of flask filled with water, g
C=weight of flask with specimen and water to calibration 
mark, g
D=saturated surface dry (SSD) weight, g

Bulk specific gravity,    Gsb = Ws/ [ (Vs+Vpp)w ]



Sp.Gr. of Aggregate Blend

 Average Sp.Gr. Can be computed as weighted 
avg. value

G = (P1+P2+P3+…)/(P1/G1 + P2/G2 + P3/G3 +…)

where

G1, G2 , G3,… = sp.gr. of fraction 1,2,3,…

P1, P2 , P3,… = weight percentages of fraction 
1,2,3,… (P1+ P2 + P3+… =100)





• Density, =M/V

• Asphalt content, PB=MB/M

• Effective asphalt content, PBE=MBE/M

• Asphalt absorption, PBA=MBA/MS

• Air void, AV=VA/V

• Voids in mineral aggregate, VMA=(VBE+VA)/V
• Voids filled with asphalt, VFA=VBE/(VBE+VA)

Air (A)

Binder (B)

Stone or 
Aggregate (S)

VBEMBE

MS

MBA VBA

MB

M

VA

VS VSE

VB
V

VMM
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• M = total mass

• MS = Mass of stone (aggregate)

• MB = Mass of binder (asphalt/bitumen)

• MBE = Mass of effective asphalt binder, the asphalt binder between 
particles

• MBA = Mass of absorbed asphalt, absorbed into the pores of the 
aggregate particles

• V = total volume of the compacted mix

• VS = volume of aggregate, the bulk volume including the aggregate pores 
inside the aggregate

• VBE = volume of effective asphalt binder

• VBA = volume of absorbed asphalt

• VB = volume of asphalt (=Vbe + Vba)

• VA = voume of air between the coated aggregate particles in the mix

• VSE = effective volume of aggregate (=Vs-Vba) 

• VMM = volume of voidless mix (minimum mix volume) 

VOLUMETRIC PROPERTIES 
OF ASPHALT MIXTURE

71



BSG of Compacted HMA

• AC mixed with agg. and compacted into sample

Mass agg. and AC

Vol. agg., AC, air voids

Gmb =

72

Testing

• Mixing of asphalt and aggregate

• Compaction of sample

• Mass of dry sample

• Mass under water

• Mass saturated surface dry (SSD)

73



Testing Obtain mass of dry 
compacted sample

74

Testing
Obtain mass of 
specimen at SSD

75



Calculations

• Gmb =  A / ( B - C )

Where:

A = mass of dry sample

B = mass of SSD sample

C = mass of sample under water

76

Maximum Specific Gravity 
(Rice sample)

 Loose (uncompacted) mixture

Mass agg. and AC

Vol. agg. and AC

Gmm =

77



Testing

• Mixing of asphalt and aggregate

• Mass in air

• Mass under water

78

Testing
Loose Mix at Room Temperature

79



Testing

Vacuum 
Pump

Residual 
Manometer

Metal Bowl 
with Lid

Shaker Table 80

Calculations

• Gmm =  A / ( A - C )

Where:

A = mass of dry sample

C = mass of sample under water

81


